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The Ancient Greece 

 
drama  ,  battle  ,  mathematicians  ,  school  ,  father  ,   games  ,  poet  ,  

 philosophers  ,  alphabet  ,  temples  ,  war 

 

Homer was the most famous  (.............................)  in Ancient Greece. One of his famous poems is 

called the Iliad and it is about the Trojan  (............................).  
 

The Olympic  (..............................)  is no longer a religious festival, it is now held as an important 

international sporting event. 
 

Greeks loved all kinds of art. They used marble and bronze to make realistic sculpture. They built  

(...............................)  with large stone pillars. 
 

The ancient Greeks invented an  (................................)  of 24 letters. 
 

Ancient Greek  (..............................)  was written as a god-worshipping activity and as entertainment 

for people in open-air theatres. 
 

Ancient Greek  (..............................)  and scientists, such as Pythagoras, Archimedes and Euclid, 

discovered principles and theories that we still use today. 
 

Hippocrates, also known as the  (.....................................)  of Medicine. 
 

Famous  (.................................)  in ancient Greece such as Socrates, Plato and Aristotle laid the 

foundations of Western philosophy. 
 

Children in Athens were sent to  (............................)  to be educated but children in Sparta were 

trained to fight in  (.................................)  at an early age. 

 
Homer was the greatest poet in 

A_ _ _ _ _t Greece. He was blind but he 

wrote masterpieces of literature such 

as the famous Greek poems “The 

O_ _ _ _ _ y” and “The I_ _ _d”. 

 

Plato was a philosopher. He 

opened a school in A_ _ _ _s. He 

taught students to think 

independently through 

discussion. 

Socrates was a philosopher. 

He was the t_ _ _ _ _r of Plato. He 

emphasized ethics and 

encouraged people to pursue 

knowledge. 

Herodotus was a historian. He was 

called the “Father of H_ _ _ _ _y”. He 

recorded the Persian Wars and is an 

important source in studying the history 

of Ancient Greece. 

 

Alexander the Great was a 

ruler / emperor. He set up a 

large empire by conquering 

Persia, E_ _ _t and north I_ _ _a 

between 334 and 323BC. 

Ancient Greeks were artistic. They made beautiful stone 

c_ _ _ _ _s for their buildings. Many of these columns 

were in D_ _ _c, Ionic and Corinthian styles. Have you 

seen buildings using these columns?  
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